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The design or modification and in general the analysis and control of nuclear reactors require complex
calculations, which are carried out by numerical codes including neutronic and thermal-hydraulic com-
ponents. Among the neutronic codes, the deterministic ones which solve the neutron transport/diffusion
equation simulate the reactor core by dividing it into homogenized zones, i.e. volumes within which the
macroscopic nuclear properties are considered uniform. These codes have been extensively used and
tested for several decades and are shown to perform well when they analyze reactor cores containing
regions with relatively homogeneous distributions of fuel, moderator and absorbing materials. In this
work, the sensitivity of computed key neutronic parameters to the partitioning of the reactor core in
homogenized zones is examined. Application is made for a configuration of the Greek Research Reactor
(GRR-1) core, which is pool type, fueled by slab-type fuel elements. For the calculations, the neutronic
code system consisting of XSDRNPM (cell-calculations) and CITATION (core analysis) is used with two
different definitions of homogeneous zones for the special/control fuel assemblies. The effect on compu-
tations of neutron flux distribution, void-induced reactivity and total control rod worth is examined
based on corresponding measurements. It is shown that with a more appropriate partition in homoge-
neous zones, the agreement of computed results with measurements can be remarkably improved con-
cerning mainly the neutron flux, while the control rods worth is the less affected quantity.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

An operating nuclear reactor often undergoes modifications or
is planned to host new experimental facilities, actions which re-
quire complete core re-analysis with numerical codes including
neutronic and thermal-hydraulic predictions. The neutronic codes,
which determine the neutron distribution in the core and provide
the related parameters for given operating conditions, are distin-
guished in two main categories, i.e. the deterministic ones which
solve the neutron transport equation (or in most cases its diffusion
approximation) and those which simulate individual neutron his-
tories and record aspects of their average behavior, using the
Monte Carlo methodology. During the last decades, the Monte
Carlo codes are widely used because of their capability to treat
complex geometries and to represent more accurately the cross-
section data by using a continuous energy scale. The Monte Carlo
codes include TRIPOLI (Petit et al., 2008), MCNP (Briesmeister,
2000), UNÌC (Palmiotti et al., 2007), PSG (Leppänen, 2005), etc.

The diffusion theory used in the first category codes provides a
strictly valid mathematical description of the neutron flux when
ll rights reserved.
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the assumptions made for its derivation are satisfied. Diffusion
codes have been historically proved well suited for the analysis
of reactors with relatively homogeneously distributed moderator
and neutron source/sink regions. Yet, for modern nuclear reactors
consisting of a number of small elements, often highly absorbing,
with dimensions of the order of few neutron mean free paths, dif-
fusion codes are still widely used for neutronic analysis and make
accurate predictions (Stacey, 2001), being more appropriate for
core configurations optimization by offering the advantage of sig-
nificantly faster execution than Monte Carlo codes, allowing also
fast and accurate fuel burn-up calculations. The diffusion codes
are based on the definition of homogeneous regions. That is, many
small elements in a large region are replaced by a homogenized
mixture with effective averaged cross-sections and diffusion coef-
ficients (homogeneous zones), creating thus a computational do-
main where diffusion theory is valid. Diffusion codes include
CITATION (Fowler et al., 1971), DIF3D (Derstine, 1984), APOLLO
(Coste et al., 1993), EPISODE (Ikeda and Takeda, 2001), ERANOS
(Ruggieri et al., 2006), etc. Diffusion codes typically co-operate
with one-dimensional codes for cell-calculations which provide
the neutronic properties of the homogenized zones and/or collapse
the cross-sections of the fine neutron energy groups into coarse
ones. Typical examples are WIMS (Askew et al., 1966), XSDRN
(Greene and Petrie, 2000), etc.
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Although the optimum fuel assembly homogenization tech-
niques are well investigated and applied by experienced neutronic
codes users, the corporate experience is not easily available in the
open literature. In the present work, one of the later configurations
of the Greek Research Reactor Core (GRR-1) is analyzed, using the
diffusion code CITATION with the cell-calculations module XSDRN
(XSDRNPM version). The analysis of GRR-1 is made for two differ-
ent partitions of the computational domain into homogenized
zones and the results are compared with measurements of thermal
neutron flux, control rod worth and void reactivity. Comparison is
made between two different zone definitions for the special/
control fuel assemblies, regarding the more accurate reproduction
of experimental results. It is shown that the neutron flux distribu-
tion is very sensitive regarding the method of fuel assembly parti-
tioning into homogenized zones, especially when flux traps and
neutron absorbing regions are treated. The selection of an appro-
priate fuel assembly partitioning also improves, although less
significantly than the neutron flux, the computed void-induced
reactivity. The sensitivity of the calculated control rods’ worth to
the fuel assembly partitioning was found almost insignificant.

2. Description of the GRR-1 core

GRR-1 is a pool type, light water moderated and cooled reactor,
normally operating at 5 MW. It uses beryllium reflectors, slab-type
fuel elements and shim/safety control rods. The GRR-1 core config-
uration used in the present application is mixed, composed of both
HEU and LEU (respectively, High and Low Enrichment in Uranium)
fuel assemblies, 28 of which standard and six special. Five of the
latter contain a control rod (henceforth called control fuel assem-
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Fig. 1. Horizontal cross-section of the GRR-1 Core. The notation is: L, H, for low and
high uranium enrichment fuel assemblies, respectively, CR for control fuel
assemblies with control rods inserted, W for water and Be for beryllium reflector.
blies) while one is placed near the core center and is used as a flux
trap for material irradiation in high fluxes. The fuel assemblies and
the beryllium blocks are supported by an aluminum grid plate. The
horizontal cross-section (letters in x- and numbers in y-direction)
of the utilized core configuration is shown in Fig. 1.

The dimensions of fuel assembly in x, y (horizontal) and z (ver-
tical) directions are 7.61 cm, 7.956 cm and 62.55 cm, while those of
the fuel plate are 6.66 cm, 0.152 cm and 62.55 cm. The latter in-
cludes the fuel meat of x, y, z dimensions 6.23 cm, 0.05 cm and
59.65 cm, clad with aluminum of 0.215 cm, 0.051 cm and
1.45 cm thickness in each side of x, y and z directions, respectively.
The special/control fuel assembly is composed of 10 fuel plates,
five at each side, with a central space where the control rod can
be plunged (Fig. 2). The plates that enclose the central space are
of aluminum, while the water channel between the aluminum
and the adjacent fuel plate is slightly narrower (i.e. 0.27 cm instead
of 0.29 cm) than the channel between two successive fuel plates.
Fig. 3 shows in detail the geometry of the assembly ‘‘basic-cell”,
contained e.g. between the imaginary lines CD and EF of Fig. 2. In
the standard fuel assembly this basic-cell is repeated 18 times
without any intermediate interruption. The GRR-1 fuel composi-
tion is shown in Table 1.

GRR-1 uses five shim/safety control rods. Their active part has a
cross-section of rectangular shape with rounded sides as shown in
Fig. 4, while its length equals the active length of the fuel assembly.
The absorbers thickness is 0.3575 cm and its material is by weight
composed of 82.4% silver (isotopes Ag-107 and Ag-109), 10.7% in-
dium (isotopes In-113 and In-115) and 6.9% cadmium (isotope Cd-
113). The absorber composition is shown in (Table 2). The cladding
consists of 70% by weight iron, 18% chromium, 10% nickel and 2%
manganese.

3. Measurements in the GRR-1 core

Three sets of measurements in the GRR-1 have been utilized for
comparison with numerical computations in this work. These in-
clude measurements of (a) the thermal neutron flux along the D4
core channel at 5 MW power level, (b) the reactivity change with
void insertion in the irradiation channel D4 and (c) the five control
rods worth.
Fig. 2. Cross-sectional area (x–y dimensions) of the special fuel assembly.
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional area (x–y dimensions) of the fuel assemblies’ basic-cell. The standard fuel assembly is composed of 18 sequential basic-cells, while the special/control
contains two opposite parts with five basic-cells each.

Table 1
GRR-1 Fuel composition.

Fuel composition HEU LEU

Meat composition UAl U3Si2–Al
U-235/plate (approx. av.), (g) 10.05 12.34
U-238/plate (approx. av.), (g) 0.75 50.14
Enrichment in U-235 (%) 93 19.75
U-metal/plate (approx. av.), (g) 10.8 62.48
U density in meat (g/cm3) 0.58 3.36
U-235 density in meat (g/cm3) 0.54 0.66
Cladding material Al Al
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3.1. Thermal neutron flux in the D4 flux trap

The thermal neutron flux was experimentally determined by
irradiating thin Au foils and by measuring the induced activity of
a bare Au-foil and a Cd-covered Au foil of the same dimensions,
at each depth of interest. The foils were mounted on aluminum
stringers placed at the positions of measurement. Each foil was
absorber
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Fig. 4. Cross-section of the control
counted at a calibrated gamma spectrometry set-up consisting of
an HPGe detector connected to a CANBERRA 35+ 4k multi-channel
analyzer and a suitable software for the peak analysis and the
appropriate treatment of the activities to yield the final thermal
neutron flux. The measured thermal flux corresponds to neutrons
with energy less or equal to 0.5 eV.

3.2. Void induced reactivity in D4 flux trap

The reactivity change due to void insertion was measured by
inserting in the D4 core irradiation channel an empty, closed,
8 m-long aluminum tube, with external diameter of 2.5 cm and
0.2 mm thickness. The tube was bent at about its middle length,
to avoid neutron streaming and was inserted along the central axis
of the rectangular space, in the whole active core depth. The reac-
tor was made critical at 1 kW and the tube was inserted in one
stage. The reactor period was measured and the inserted reactivity
was estimated based on the measured period, as done for the rod
worth measurement (see below).
1.99
2.109

1.275
1.147

rod. The dimensions are in cm.



Table 2
Control rod absorber composition.

Element Loading per blade
(g)

Isotopes
represented

Atom density (atoms/b-
cm)

Ag 2100 Ag-107 2.24772 � 10�2

Ag-109 2.09042 � 10�2

In 274 In-113 2.26793 � 10�4

In-115 5.06984 � 10�3

Cd 176 Cd-113 4.25082 � 10�4
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3.3. Control rods worth

For the measurement of a control rod worth, the following pro-
cedure was followed. For each control rod to be measured, a com-
pensating rod was defined, typically the most distant from the
measured one, so that its displacements would not affect signifi-
cantly the neutron flux in the vicinity of the measured rod. Initially
the examined control rod was fully inserted and the compensating
rod was fully withdrawn, while the remaining three rods were kept
properly submerged to obtain criticality. The insertion of the three
control rods was kept constant during the whole procedure, unless
an additional compensating control rod movement was required to
maintain criticality. The examined control rod worth was mea-
sured by performing successive withdrawals from 100% insertion
up to 0% and by recording the reactor period at each step. After
each withdrawal of the examined control rod, the compensating
rod was properly submerged to balance the inserted reactivity.
These steps were repeated until the examined rod was fully with-
drawn. At each step, the reactivity change was assessed using the
in-hour equation (Stacey, 2001), which expresses the inserted
reactivity in terms of the mean life time of the thermal neutrons
‘, the asymptotic period T, the effective multiplication factor for
the critical core (keff = 1) and characteristic parameters of the six
delayed neutron groups, such as the fraction of delayed neutrons
and the precursor decay constant for each group. The delayed neu-
tron related parameters are found in the literature (e.g. Stacey,
2001) while T was measured and ‘ was known from neutronic cal-
culations for the specific core configuration. The total rod worth
was finally obtained by summing the reactivity changes for all suc-
cessive steps.
4. Calculations for the GRR-1 core

The parameters measured in GRR-1 were computed for the cor-
responding core configuration, using the neutronics code system
XSDRNPM and CITATION. For this purpose, the core is divided in
a number of representative cells (usually heterogeneous), which
constitute the ‘‘zones” in which the cross-sections of the contained
materials will be homogenized and collapsed in a number of user-
defined neutron energy groups. This is done by XSDRNPM, which
provides the collapsed, zone-averaged material cross-sections,
based on a master library of fine neutron energy groups. CITATION
performs core analysis using the XSDRNPM output with the zone-
averaged material concentrations.
Table 3
Definition of horizontal layers in GRR-1 core.

Layer
no

Thickness
(cm)

Description

1 20.00 Pool-water above core
2 1.45 Upper cladding of fuel element
3 � N Z3 � ZN Core parts with different insertions of control rods (e.g. all

plunged, or some plunged, or none plunged); it holds:
PN

i¼3Zi ¼ 59:65 cm
N + 1 1.45 Down-cladding of fuel element
N + 2 20.00 Pool-water below the core
4.1. Description of the neutronics code system

XSDRNPM is a module of the SCALE code system that provides
one-dimensional cell-calculations and can be used for keff determi-
nation, cross-section collapsing, shielding analysis, and for produc-
ing bias factors to use in Monte Carlo shielding calculations. It is a
discrete-ordinates code that solves the multigroup, one-dimen-
sional Boltzmann equation in slab, cylindrical, or spherical coordi-
nates. It is primarily an Sn code (utilization of the Sn theory) but
includes also options of using the P1 diffusion theory, the infinite
medium theory, or the Bn theory (Greene and Petrie, 2000).

For the GRR-1 applications, XSDRNPM is used for cross-section
collapsing. The ‘‘cell weighting” option is utilized which is consis-
tent with homogenizing the cross-sections in a heterogeneous cell
and is the recommended option to prepare cross-sections for a real
reactor analysis with a 3-D reactor model. Cell-weighted cross-sec-
tions are defined in a manner that attempts to preserve the reac-
tion rates which occur in the representative cell. The formulation
for the assessment of the zone-averaged material cross-section
for each defined neutron energy group is given in detail in Greene
and Petrie (2000).

CITATION is a three-dimensional code which involves the diffu-
sion approximation of the neutron transport theory, with arbitrary
group-to-group scattering. It implements explicit, finite-difference
approximations in space, while the neutron-flux-eigenvalue prob-
lem is solved by direct iteration to determine the multiplication
factor required for a critical system. When a complete outer-iterate
set of fluxes is obtained, the eigenvalue is estimated. For the keff

estimation, the overall neutron balance is required. This equation
results by summing the point neutron balance equations in a form
which causes the outscattering loss of one equation to balance an
inscattering source in another equation (Fowler et al., 1971).

CITATION treats cartesian, cylindrical, hexagonal-z and triangu-
lar-z geometries. For the GRR-1 core, cartesian coordinates are
used. The analyzed volume is divided in parallel layers of different
zone-distributions, that is, the vertical core inhomogeneity is de-
scribed by the parallel layers while the horizontal core inhomoge-
neity by the layers’ zones. Thus, each defined zone has up to two-
dimensional geometry, which, in order to be treated by XSDRNPM,
must be appropriately transformed to one-dimensional (see Sec-
tion 4.2). For each zone, a set of zone-average cross-sections is pro-
vided by XSDRNPM, collapsed into the defined neutron energy
groups for all materials contained in the zone. The set includes
the number of neutrons produced per fission and the cross-sec-
tions of total absorption, fission, transport, scatter from-group-
to-group and a user-selected cross-section, such as (n,a) or
(n,2n). Included are also data related to the fission source distribu-
tion and energy scatter, as well as nuclide identification data, such
as atomic weight, decay constant, useful energy released per fis-
sion, etc.

4.2. Application of the neutronics code system to GRR-1 core

For the GRR-1 core analysis with the above described code sys-
tem, the active reactor core was divided into a proper number of
horizontal layers as shown in Table 3. The number N of the inter-
mediate core layers is defined according to the insertion depths
of the control rods. Thus, in the general case that the five rods
are submerged in different depths, N equals six, i.e. five layers, each
one containing at least a slice of one rod and a sixth layer (the low-
er one) with no rod included. In the present applications N = 2
(equal partial insertion of the five rods, or equal deepening of three
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rods with the forth one fully inserted and the fifth one fully with-
drawn) or N = 1 (full rod insertion combined with full rod with-
drawal). It is noted that the aluminum supporting grid plate was
omitted, since its inclusion has been shown to have insignificant
effect on these calculations. The two boundary layers (upper and
lower, respectively, numbered 1 and N + 2) are homogeneous while
all intermediate layers are heterogeneous. Each heterogeneous
layer was divided into a number of zones, for cross-sections
homogenization by XSDRNPM. The latter was applied with the
238-group NDF5 library, to collapse neutron energy spectrum into
five groups (Table 4). The energy boundaries shown are the ones
usually selected for the GRR-1 core analysis, so as to define the
thermal neutron energy group and the epithermal groups in which
rod absorbers have significant absorption cross-sections; for the
energy boundaries definition, the requirements of the experimen-
talists using GRR-1 for irradiations were also taken into account.

Two different zone definitions, named De1 and De2 were con-
sidered (Table 5). Each zone is distinguished based on its composi-
tion and materials’ distribution. Each fuel assembly constitutes a
separate zone due to the different fuel burn-up. The zones’ geomet-
rical characteristics depend on the selected zone definition. Thus,
for both zone definitions the ‘‘Std” zone (Table 5) contains the
whole cross-sectional area of the standard fuel assembly (i.e. equal
18 times the cross-sectional area of the basic-cell, Fig. 3). The same
holds for zones 39 of De1 and 42 of De2. The zone ‘‘active part of
Spc/Cnt” (Table 5, De1) defines the assembly surface between the
imaginary lines AB and HI or equivalently JK and LM (Fig. 2), while
the ‘‘total Spc” (Table 5, De2) includes the whole assembly surface,
between AB and LM (Fig. 2). The zone ‘‘total Cnt” (Table 5, De2) is
as ‘‘total Spc”, but in the middle of the central space, a water area is
substituted with the control rod (Fig. 4). Similarly, the boundary
cladding zone can include either the cladding surface of the active
part (De1, zone 40), or the cladding surface of the total assembly
with the central space filled with water (De2, zone 43) or filled
with control rod (De2, zone 44). Zone 35 of De1 defines the surface
between lines HI and JK filled with water (Fig. 2) while zone 36 of
De1 includes also the control rod. Finally, zone 41 of De1 is similar
to zone 35, but includes also aluminum (tube walls) homogenized
Table 4
Upper boundaries of the five collapsed neutron energy groups used.

Energy group Upper boundary (eV)

5 0.500
4 1.450
3 3.900 � 103

2 7.500 � 105

1 2.000 � 107

Table 5
Definition of homogenized zones. Abbreviations Std, Spc and Cnt stand for the
standard, special and control fuel assembly, respectively. Numbers in parentheses
give the identification numbers of the different zones in each category.

Core compartments
Zone definition De1 Zone definition De2

Std (1–28) Std (1–28)
Active part of Spc/Cnt (29-34) Total Spc (29–34)
Central space of Spc (35) Total Cnt (35–39)
Spc space with control Rod (36)
Beryllium (37) Beryllium (40)
Water (38) Water (41)
Boundary cladding of Std (39) Boundary cladding of Std (42)
Boundary cladding of active part of Spc/Cnt

(40)
Boundary cladding of Spc (43)
Boundary cladding of Cnt (44)

Voided central space of Spc (41) D4 Spc voided in central space
(45)
with H and O of reduced (due to void insertion) densities. Tube-
aluminum and properly reduced H and O densities were also used
for zone 45 of De2, where the total, voided assembly in core chan-
nel D4, is used as one zone. The core geometry description in CITA-
TION depends on the zones definition. Thus with De1, a core cell
that includes a Spc/Cnt assembly, is divided into three parts: the
control rod presence in a core horizontal layer is described with
zone 36 between two equivalent zones from set 29–34, while the
control rod absence is similarly described using zone 35 instead
of 36. With De2, the control rod presence in a core cell at a specific
level is defined using a zone from set 35 to 39, whereas the rod
absence is defined with zones 29–34. Obviously, for a specific core
configuration, the number of intermediate core levels (N in Table 3)
is the same for De1 and De2.

Each heterogeneous zone contains separate material regions
which, for XSDRNPM calculations, must be distributed in one
dimension. For this purpose, except for zone 35 of De1 which al-
ready has a one-dimensional sequence of different materials (along
x-direction), for all other zones the techniques of ‘‘extra-zones”
definition (tested initially by Papastergiou and Deen, 1981), and/
or conversion of heterogeneous material regions to homogeneous
by properly averaging the contained material densities, have been
utilized. Thus, for zones 1–28 the one-dimensional distribution of
material regions was achieved by keeping the material sequence
between lines PR and QS (Fig. 3). The materials contained left of
PR and right of QS were taken into account through the definition
of an extra-zone of specified thickness, shared at both sides of the
basic-cell, i.e. below RS and above PQ (Fig. 3). The materials in the
extra-zone (Al, H and O) were considered homogeneously distrib-
uted, conserving the total mass of each element. An analogous pro-
cedure was also followed for zones 29–34, as well as for zones 39
and 40 of De1 and 42 and 43 of De2. One-dimensional geometry for
zone 36 of De1 was achieved by converting the control rod surface
to circular, conserving the area of each material region; two extra
rings were added around the rod surface, one for the water sur-
rounding the rod and one for the aluminum walls that define the
control rod channel. For zones 35–39 and 44 of De2, a procedure
similar to that for zones 29–34 was followed, with the central part
(rod channel) being treated as a region with homogeneous distri-
bution of the contained materials (control rod materials and
water). Finally for zone 41 of De1 the one-dimensional structure
of zone 35 was kept, considering homogenous distribution of the
contained aluminum and water, the latter with reduced density
according to its displaced mass. Properly reduced water density
mixed with aluminum was also used for zone 45 of De2, in a pro-
cedure similar to that followed for zones 35–39 and 44.
5. Results

5.1. Thermal neutron flux

The computed thermal neutron flux (i.e. for neutron energy
group 5, Table 4) along the D4 core channel is shown in Fig. 5,
for both zone definitions De1 and De2. As can be seen, definition
De1 gives a very good agreement with measurements while De2
underestimates noticeably the thermal neutron flux. This indicates
that the representation of the special fuel assembly with three
independent zones (fuel-part/flux-trap/fuel-part) reproduces more
realistically the thermal neutrons balance (production + thermali-
zation � absorption � leakages) in the assembly’s central space.
5.2. Void reactivity

Void reactivity calculations in D4 channel were performed by
replacing a water volume equal to the volume of the inserted tube,
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with the aluminum of the tube walls plus the voided tube internal.
The results are compared for De1 and De2 in Table 6. Although
both methods reproduce satisfactorily the measured void reactiv-
ity in D4, De1 gives a very good agreement with measurements;
this indicates that the description of the D4 central channel as an
independent zone reproduces better the combined result of
absorption, moderation and leakage, from which arises the reactiv-
ity change. It is noteworthy that despite the gross homogenization
of the inserted void, De2 gives higher overestimation of the in-
duced reactivity; this is attributed to the lower D4 thermal neutron
flux found with De2, which is related with lower leakages from D4
channel. In fact, if D4 leakages are omitted in the cell-calculations
for De2, then the inserted void reactivity is underestimated by
more than 40%.

5.3. Control rods worth

Three different approaches, with two stages each, were utilized
for the computation of the control rod worth. In each approach two
computations of the effective multiplication factor were per-
formed, i.e. keff 0 for the initial and keff 1 for the final stage, while
the rod worth was derived from the relationship
qc ¼ ðkeff 1 � keff 0Þ=keff 1. The following approaches were used:
(a) at the first stage all control rods were considered fully with-
drawn and at the second the examined rod was fully inserted, (b)
at the first stage all control rods were considered fully inserted
and at the second the examined rod was fully withdrawn and (c)
at the first stage the examined rod was considered fully inserted
while the compensating rod fully withdrawn and the remaining
rods properly plunged so as to make the reactor critical; at the sec-
ond stage the examined rod was fully withdrawn while all other
Table 6
Comparison between measured and calculated void reactivity in D4 core position for the tw
Dqc.

Measured Dqm (%Dk/k) Calculated Dqc (%Dk/k) De1 C

6.09 � 10�2 6.11 10�2 6
rods remained at their initial position. Although only the third
set of calculations has a consistency with the experimental proce-
dure, the first two sets were also utilized in order to approach in a
more comprehensive way the rod worth and also to assess the code
behavior in core environments with different neutron flux distri-
bution (see also below). The results for the five control rods are
shown in Table 7 for both De1 and De2. For all computed worths,
an uncertainty of about 0.01–0.03% due to the choice of computa-
tional parameters (e.g. grid spacing) must be considered.

Comparing computed with experimental results, it should be
taken into account that calculations were performed using the
nominal (i.e. original, before first irradiation) rod absorber concen-
trations. However the actual concentrations of the absorbing mate-
rials are expected to have undergone a significant depletion, since
the control rods in GRR-1 have been used for about 20 years, with
an operational scheme of 8 h daily for 5 days a week and approxi-
mately 9 months per year, mostly at 5 MW power. During the GRR-
1 operation with the studied control rods, several core configura-
tions were operated (e.g. fuel assemblies positioning in more than
6 rows, absence of flux-trap and/or beryllium reflectors, varying
relative number and distribution of HEU vs. LEU fuel assemblies).
In all cases the control rods R1 and R4 remained close to the core
boundary (i.e. first and/or second row of fuel assemblies), at B
and E columns, respectively, with absence of beryllium reflectors
for the longer operational period. Control rods R3 and R5 were
mainly positioned at row 5 and always among HEU fuel assem-
blies. Rod R2 remained for a long period (about 7 years) next to
the core center and after that its position was mainly the one
shown in Fig. 1.

Based on the above, an overestimation of most control rods’
worth is expected, the magnitude of which depends on the rods
historical positioning. Thus, R1 and R4 are expected to be the less
depleted control rods, since they have encountered the lower neu-
tron fluxes compared to the other three rods. This explains the rel-
atively low overestimation found between measured and
calculated average worth for R1 and R4. On the contrary, control
rods R2, R3 and R5 (and mainly R3 and R5) are expected to be
the most depleted ones, since their historical positions (i.e. within
the HEU fueled region of the core and/or close to the core center)
are found in the close vicinity of the higher neutron fluxes in the
core. Thus the relatively high overestimation found for the above
three rods worth can be considered as reasonable.

The divergence of the results obtained by the three approaches
is attributed to the different distribution of the three-dimensional
flux computed in the rod vicinity, affecting thus in different man-
ner the obtained rod worth. The changes in the flux distribution
are on one hand due to the ‘‘rod-shadowing effect”, i.e. the flux
downgrading in the rod vicinity if neighboring rods are plunged
(Bussac and Reuss, 1978) and, on the other hand, to the fact that
the neutron flux is normalized by the code in terms of the core
power level (Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976), that is, the three-
dimensional neutron flux is distributed so as the total power gen-
erated by the core is just the integral of the power density over the
core volume. Thus, in the first stage of the first approach (which
usually gives the lower rod worth) all rod channels act as flux traps
resulting in five (in addition to D4) flux peaks with relatively low
values. Therefore, with the rod plunging, the flux drops from a rel-
atively low level. On the contrary, with the second approach
o zone definitions. The relative discrepancy is derived from D(Dq) = 100(Dqc � Dqm)/

alculated Dqc (%Dk/k) De2 Relative discrepancy (%)

De1 De2

.26 � 10�2 0.3 2.7



Table 7
Comparison between measured and calculated control rod worth for the two zone definitions. The three first rows in each cell of columns 4–7 correspond to the three calculation
methods (a), (b) and (c), respectively; the forth row gives the average result. The rods assembly worth and its relative discrepancy are deduced from the average values.

Grid position in core Studied rod Measured worth qm (%Dk/k) Computed worth qc (%Dk/k) Relative discrepancy (qc � qm)/qc (%)

De1 De2 De1 De2

B3 R1 2.44 2.22 2.23 �9.91 �9.42
3.40 3.39 28.24 28.02
2.35 2.34 �3.83 �4.27
2.66 2.65 8.27 7.92

B5 R2 1.95 2.31 2.32 15.58 15.95
2.72 2.70 28.31 27.78
2.23 2.24 12.56 12.95
2.42 2.42 19.42 19.42

C6 R3 1.67 2.19 2.18 23.74 23.39
2.75 2.74 39.27 39.05
2.15 2.14 22.33 21.96
2.36 2.35 29.24 28.94

E3 R4 1.84 1.75 1.73 �5.14 �6.36
2.78 2.74 33.81 32.85
1.90 1.87 3.16 1.60
2.14 2.11 14.02 12.80

E5 R5 1.58 1.92 1.89 17.71 16.40
2.62 2.59 39.69 39.00
1.93 1.91 18.13 17.28
2.16 2.13 26.85 25.82

Rods assembly 9.48 11.75 11.67 19.32 18.77
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(which gives the higher values) the thermal flux at the second
stage increases noticeably in the emptied rod channel. The third
approach is close to the first one, depending each time on the rel-
ative plunging of the five rods.

Obviously, since the rod absorbers’ depletion cannot be esti-
mated, a direct comparison between measurement and results by
methods De1 and De2 cannot be considered. However, one can ar-
gue that the two methods give very close results. This is also attrib-
uted to the neutron flux normalization in terms of the core power
level, so that a flux depreciation in the control rod region is com-
pensated by a flux enhancement in other core regions, as shown
for example in (Fig. 6). As can be seen in the same figure, although
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Fig. 6. Thermal neutron flux along the core horizontal row 5. The curves cross the
control rods at B5 and E5.
no measurements exist for comparison, with De1 zones the ther-
mal neutron flux decrease in the control rod is computed signifi-
cantly stronger than with De2, which again shows the significant
effect of the fuel assembly partitioning on the computed neutron
flux.

6. Conclusions

Calculations of the thermal neutron flux distribution and the in-
serted void reactivity along a radiation channel, as well as of the
five control rods worth, were made for a later configuration of
the GRR-1 core using the neutronics code system XSDRNPM and
CITATION. Two different definitions of homogenized zones were
used regarding the special/control fuel assemblies and the results
obtained were compared with corresponding measurements. It
was shown that the consideration of the special/control fuel
assembly as a single homogenized zone underestimates the ther-
mal neutron flux along the central space (flux-trap) of the fuel
assembly, whereas the division of the assembly into three zones,
i.e. ‘‘active part/central space/active part” (De1 method) provides
a very good agreement with measurements. The De1 fuel assembly
partitioning also improves, although less significantly than the
neutron flux, the computed void-induced reactivity. The sensitivity
of the calculated control rods’ worth to the fuel assembly partition-
ing was found almost insignificant, attributed to the flux normali-
zation in terms of power level.
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